LESSON TWO ‘PENDULUMS’
SUPPORT MATERIAL: PENDULUMS

In this lesson, you will learn about ‘PENDULUMS’ and why they are considered
destructive.
You will learn what exactly a pendulum is, you will receive knowledge of how they
influence you.
A pendulum’s main objective is to take energy from you to further its growth and
existence, the part they want you to play in order for them to survive.
Here are the tools to support you in understanding the consequences of allowing
destructive pendulums into your reality and how they take you away from your own true
purpose and goals.
Every day we encounter life situations that want to take us along for a ride,
circumstances that do not benefit us whatsoever.
Modern culture is a barrage of political fodder, religious noise, materialism and
technology that is all pounding at our front door wanting to be let in.
Most of us willingly open the door and invite these negative energy forces, only to find
ourselves tired, angry, depressed and confused on account of having our energy taken.
How many people do you know that pay attention to the news all day and are happy?
You cannot be happy when you are a puppet, which ultimately you are when under the
influence of a pendulum.
Transurfing will teach you to manage and release yourself from these pendulums. Once
you learn to take control, you will instantly notice how these negative energy forces will
try to take you back under control.
We will return to the subject of taking control back in the next lesson but first, you are
required to awaken to the imposing reality of pendulums.
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At the end of this class I want you to have a clear understanding of your own energy, the
value of your energetic state and the importance of keeping a high vibration field.
This knowledge will assist you in achieving and maintaining a successful life, with the
high vibrations of Joy, Gratitude and Prosperity,
A pendulum is tangible mental/emotional energy, it cannot vanish without a trace.
When a group of people join together and begin to think in one direction, their “thought
waves” together with the accompanied feelings/emotions merge and in the ocean of
energy an invisible yet real energy information structure is created – pendulums.
Upon reaching critical mass the pendulum gains autonomy and starts to make people
follow their laws. Once under the influence of a pendulum, one loses his/her freedom
and becomes a cog in the big mechanism.
To extract energy from people, pendulums use one’s feelings and desires: resentment,
dissatisfaction, hatred, frustration, anxiety, agitation, oppression, confusion, despair,
fear, regret, affection, admiration, tenderness, idealization, adoration, delight,
disappointment, pride, arrogance, contempt, disgust, sense of offense, sense of duty,
guilt, etc.
The main danger for the person succumbed to the destructive influence of the pendulum
is that it diverts its victim from those lifelines where (s)he can find Joy, Fulfilment, Health,
Prosperity and be Happy.
It is vital to get free from imposed goals, because competing for them, one deviates
more from his/her own true Purpose.
The pendulum is aggregative, but that does not describe everything. The term
“aggregative” does not reflect the complex human interaction with the collective energy
information field.
SUMMARY
●
●

A pendulums plays on people’s feelings, attracting them into its net.
To free yourself from a pendulum means to throw it out of your life
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Q&A
● Q: Can anyone offer a real life example of how a pendulum is created?
A: Some tragic event occurs. The media grabs hold of the information,
broadcasts it and within moments the pendulum has its fuel, it starts to swing,
and gains momentum. Once momentum has been established more adherents
tune in providing more fuel increasing the swing and ferocity of the pendulums
influence.
● Q: What is the main objective of a thriving, active pendulum?
A: To gain more adherents so to feed on the energy released so as to grow
and maintain itself.
● Q: Why could charitable organizations, societies for nature preservations, animal
welfare organizations and other “positive humanitarian groups” be pendulums
and therefore potentially destructive for you personally?
● A: Because they still require your energy to gain momentum and survive.
READ
REALITY TRANSURFING STEPS I-V CHAPTER 2 - DESTRUCTIVE PENDULUMS

SUMMARY
●

A pendulum is created by the energy of people who are thinking in the same
direction.
● A pendulum is an energy based information structure.
Q&A
● Q: Why is it important to our current society structure that we adhere to the idea
that we must serve?
A: To continue feeding energy to these massive energy fields called here
pendulums
● Q: What would happen if we managed to detach from this frame of thought?
A: Less energy for the pendulums, more energy to further our own purpose, goals
and happiness.
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Let's ask ourselves the question: how can pendulums force their adherents to freely give
up energy?
Big and powerful pendulums can, for example, force their adherents to act accordingly
to specific laws.
So, how do weaker pendulums do it? When a person doesn't have the power to force
another to do something, s/he presents a valid argument and tries to convince o r
persuade the other person by promising a desirable outcome.
Pendulums also use these methods sometimes, but they have a weapon that is much
more powerful than that. Pendulums are self-maintaining energy based information
structures. Therefore, they use the powerful and indisputable laws of survival and
existence and act in accordance with these.
In order for a person to give away his energy to a pendulum his thought energy must be
of similar parameters as the pendulum's resonating frequency. For this to happen, it's
not necessary for a person to consciously direct his thoughts towards the pendulum.
As you probably know, a great deal of what people think and do happens
unconsciously. This particular condition of the human state is what puts pendulums at
an advantage of.
Hence, pendulums managed to get energy not only from their sympathizers but also
from their most enthusiastic opponents. You can probably guess by now how that
works.
Imagine a group of elderly sitting on a park bench, complaining and criticizing their
government. They are not in adherence to the government’s pendulum, because they
hate the government for many reasons.
But what is happening? The elderly on cursing the government, saying how
incompetent, corrupt, cynical and stupid it is, what they are actually doing is, they are
producing a lot of thought/feeling energy at the frequency of this particular pendulum.
You can be certain that the pendulum could not care less which side you push it to make
it swing. Both positive and negative energy will do, as long as the frequency of the
person’s thought energy is in resonance with the pendulum's frequency. Thus, a
pendulum's biggest effort is to get to people, to hit them where it hurts in whatever way
possible, as long as the pendulum or anything related to it occupies their mind.
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Once the concept of mass media was developed, the methods used by the pendulums
have become increasingly refined. People have become quite addicted to mass media.
Have you noticed how they mostly mention bad things on the news? These “programs”
give rise to strong emotions like agitation, fear, irritation, anger and envy.
It is the journalist’s job to attract your attention. Mass media, being a huge pendulum
themselves are nevertheless serving other pendulums that are even more powerful.
The assumed purpose is free access to information, but the actual aim is quite different,
it is to tune in as many people as possible to the lower frequencies of these destructive
pendulums.
SUMMARY
●
●
●

A pendulum fixes the thought energy of an adherent onto its own frequency.
A heavy battle for adherents is going on between pendulums.
If you actively do not want something it will remain in your life.

Q&A
● Q: Why is it important to opt out entirely from engaging a pendulum rather than
fight it?
● A: simply because fighting it, provides the fuel energy it needs to survive.
Without energy the pendulum will fall through, “instead ignore it”.
● Q: Why is maintaining a positive thought frequency necessary in regards to
managing pendulums?
A: because pendulums cannot adhere to you if you are resonating on an
incompatible higher frequency to the pendulum.
● Q: What major pendulums are behind the pendulum that we call mass media?
What’s the objective here?
A: to keep people tuned in to advertising and consuming purposes, to distract
us from major events going on that pendulums do not want us to have
knowledge, to self-preserve and of course to remain all powerful.
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●

Q: How do you think a possible scenario of trying to detach from a pendulum
would play out?
A: Pull you back in.

●

Q: What means would pendulums use to hook you?
A: through the unconscious manipulation of their adherents pendulums instruct
them to focus on anyone not resonating at the pendulums frequency and use of
common human emotions such as guilt, anger, shame and so on.

CONCLUSION
I hope this lesson has awakened you not only to the power of destructive pendulums but
most essential to the fact that these forces can be managed. In our next lesson we will
talk about exactly this. You will learn how to defeat these pendulums and remain awake
to the damaging effect they have on your Wellbeing.
HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT
Wake up to your everyday lives and recognize/reflect on which pendulums are affecting
you the most and draining your free energy. How would the surplus free energy, as a
result of properly managing pendulums, be used to your benefit?
We recommend you to read Reality Transurfing Steps I-V written by Vadim Zeland
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